
Kerry HUT Member of Equity, member of Spotlight.

Voice CV

Studio

Pro digital/broadcast-quality studio with separate fully isolated walk in recording
booth; SE 2200 Mk II cardioid mic, Van Damme XLR quad-core cabling, mirrored
DAW screens within my recording booth. Beyer DT 770 cans; Focusrite Scarlett 6i6
and Pro Tools 2018.12 all processed through my iMac.

Connectivity

Source Connect Standard - ID = kerry-voice
Source Connect Now!
ipDTL
Cleanfeed
Skype and Zoom

Clients

Shades of Vengeance (repeat client), Hot Stuff Games, Bad Blood Studios, FIFA,
Brother Computers, Vileda, NATO; the European Commission; AXA Europe,
MacMillan Cancer Care, the British Red Cross, the Chartered Management Instituted
many further international and national public and private sector agencies.

From 2009-12 I underwent acting training with Northern Film and Drama, and my
first film role was in ‘Resistance’ 2012, as Gestapo Officer Ernst Henke, working with
Andrea Riseborough and Michael Sheen. The film was directed by Richard Holmes.

In 2016 on my move to Devon, I went independent as a voiceover, and have voiced,
and continue to voice, short documentaries for NATO, provided game character
voices, and continue to voice ads and promos for national and European companies.
I am currently narrating a trilogy of audiobooks with Whitehouse Sound, Leicester.

Training

Refresher acting training August 2020 - Method Acting refresher with Brian Timoney.



Voice training: 2016 and ongoing)  constant upskilling by contributing to professional
training from experts in the voice industry, through membership of professional
organisations (Spotlight, Equity, Gravy For the Brain, The Voice Over Network).

Acting training; 2009-2012: Acting training part-time with Northern School of Drama,
Yorkshire.

Credits

‘Resistance’  2012  - Gestapo Officer Ernst Henke. Directed by Richard Holmes

Armoured Onslaught - Hot Stuff Games, voice of General Wessex, voice of Alien.
MD Mr Jahangir Uddin

Era- The Consortium - Shades of Vengeance, (various character voices for different
episodes) MD Mr Ed Jowett

‘Old Gods Rising’ Bad Blood Studios UK

‘A Shadowing of Angels’ WT Delaney;  audiobook narrator December 2019, out now
on Audible, Kindl and Amazon; ‘A Falling of Angels’ by WT Delaney, audiobook
narrator February 2020: Whitehouse Sound Studios, Leicester, MD Chris Perks

Experience

Instructional video voice for the UK Defence Sector 1994-6;
TV ads, promos and Museum ‘TV’ ‘to-camera’ videos - 2005-6;
Sole representation with a London UK voice agency; TV ads, corporates, B2B, B2C
2006-2015;
Independent VO since 2015 doing TV ads, radio jingles, corporates, narrations,
promos and B2B/B2C work.
Character voicing for a number of gaming producers (details above)
Contributing to gaming workshops run by Dave Fennoy and Randall Ryan 2018 -
2021).

Testimonials

“Kerry combines an experienced and confident tone with an authoritative delivery
which makes him, in my mind, one of the best I've ever worked with. He particularly
impressed with his range of character voices. Completely unafraid to try anything
he's asked, I'd recommend him every time.
EJ, Creative Director”



“Kerry delivers high-quality files that need no further work - essential in fast-paced
radio ad turnover. He is up there with the best and I cannot recommend him highly
enough.
SG, Radio Jingles”

“Kerry offers a combination of performing skills and experience that few voice artists
possess and we wouldn't hesitate to recommend him to anyone looking for an
outstanding service.
MC”

“His recordings are always of exceptional quality and read exactly to our
expectations, saving us time and resource.
NATO”

“Kerry turned around a complex promo for a major German company in very quick
time - but the result was still completely professional and immediately usable by the
client, who was grateful for the work so urgently completed. We would use Kerry
again at any time and we highly recommend him.
FF Films”

“We required a voiceover to provide multiple voice input to our twin-genre single-
player game Armoured Onslaught, and Kerry did an amazing job! Excellent
communication and quick turnaround, we would recommend him to everyone! We
hope to work with Kerry again in the future.
JU, Head of Production”

“I've listened to a few audio stories and different narrators, but in my opinion, allow
me to say that Kerry absolutely stands out from the crowd. His acting is also eye
widening. Kerry's characterisation of Mountjoy is precisely as I hear him in my mind.
But it's Gerald that really works for the story - Kerry absolutely brought him to life
better than I did. Thank you - I can't believe how alive the story is now.
Jason R, author”


